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An Online Workshop on “Project Management Tools – JIRA and Trello”

Report:

An online workshop on “Project Management Tools – JIRA and Trello” for all
students and staff organized by Department of Information Technology, Pune
Institute of Computer Technology, Pune.

To: Department of Information Technology, Pune Institute of Computer Technology, Pune

From:
1. Mr. Sachin Pande, Head - PDA
2. Ms. Amruta Awati, Team Member -PDA
3. Ms. Anuradha Yenkikar, Team Member -PDA

Date and time of conduction:

Session no. Date and Day Time

Session 25th March 2023 (Saturday) 09:30 am to 12:45 pm

Mode of conduction: Microsoft Teams.

Fees: No fees for attendees.

Number of Registrations: 184

Organized by: Mr. Sachin Pande, Head – Professional Development Committee, Department of
Information Technology, Pune Institute of Computer Technology, Pune.

Speaker’s Short Profile:
Mrs. Amruta Patil.

● Assistant Professor, PICT, Pune
● 10.5 years of Industry experience in IBM, Barclays and Cognizant.

The objectives of an Online Workshop
● To learn the mostly used Agile Framework.
● To learn project management tool called JIRA and Trello
● To have hands-on on JIRA and Trello tools

The outcome of the Workshop
● Participants will be able to improve project management skills and familiar with the agile

terminology.
● Participant will be able to crate product-backlog, task, epic, story in JIRA and Trello.
● Participant will be able to generate the report for the project in Trello.
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Feedback analysis:

● Class-wise Feedback analysis: SE/TE/BE

Department of Information Technology, Pune Institute of Computer Technology, Pune.
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Execution:

An online workshop on “Project Management Tools – JIRA and Trello” started at 9.30 am and
completed at 12.50 pm successfully. The topics covered in the session are as follows.

Sr. No. Topic Names

1. Introduction and welcome by Mr. Sachin Pande Sir

2. What is Project Management Tool and why it is used?

3. Overview of Agile methodology

4. Scrum: Roles, Product Owner, Scrum Master,

5. Scrum artifacts

6. Introduction to JIRA

7. Features of JIRA

8. Creating Team, Epic, Story, Tasks, Subtasks. Adding team
members and distributing work

9. JIRA dashboard, Burndown chart

10. Generating Report

11. Overview of Trello

12. Creating project, team, epic, stories, tasks, subtasks

13. Generating the report in Trello

14. Hands-on

Impact analysis

The participants will be able to
● To create the product backlog for the project.
● To conduct daily scrum, to create scrum artifacts.
● To create epic, story, task and subtask in JIRA and Trello.
● To generate report in Trello.

Recording and resource material are shared over google groups and PDA WhatsApp Group and
drive.
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Quizes taken in the Workshop (Snapshots):
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Photographs of the event
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The Professional Development Activities Committee (PDA) is
organised for SE, TE and BE students of Information Technology by
the Information Technology Department. PICT.

The primary goal of PDA is to contribute towards a student's
overall growth and making the student a competent professional.
Competitive coding, puzzle solving, logic development, aptitude
questions solving, views sharing, resume writing are some wings of
PDA that cater to students of SE, TE and BE.

PDA Progress Reports , explains its goals, the methodology PDA
works with and the results of the sessions with feedback from the
students. 

PDA is always keen to communicate with students and getting to
know their current needs. All PDA sessions are arranged according
to student's needs and their requests. The process behind any PDA
session is as follows: 
1. Identifying students needs
2. Coming up with solutions and sessions that can be arranged for
the students to strengthen their abilities.
3. Arranging the sessions.
4. Taking feedback from students.
5. Improving the sessions as per the feedback.

Staying relevant and up-to date with the audience ogf PDA has
always been PDA's main goal. PDA always tries to keep the
process and sessions transparent and concise.  This report covers
all the session's information and feedback and general working of
PDA with a case study.

Introduction
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Catch your
reader's eye by

highlighting
one of your

main points in
this space.

ORGANIZED BY: 
MR. SACHIN PANDE,
HEAD OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES (PDA)
COMMITTEE,
MRS. ANURADHA YENKIKAR, MEMBER OF PDA 
MS NEHALI SHINDE, MEMBER OF PDA 
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, PUNE INSTITUTE OF
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY, PUNE. 

Objectives: 
1. To develop problem solving, critical thinking and programming skills. 
2. To prepare students for competitive coding for placements by
rigorous practice. 
3. To enhance professional skills for individuals’ growth 
4. To motivate students for higher studies, top placement opportunities
and competitive examinations 

Outcome: Student’s will be able to - 
1. To improve professional skills like problem solving, critical thinking
and programming skills and pre- and post-interviewing skills. 
2. To get motivated for higher studies, top placement opportunities, top
internship opportunities, hackathons and competitive examinations

Mode of conduction: Online. 
Fees: No fees for attendees.

Information about
the committee

This section is an opportunity to demonstrate how top management is
taking the lead and giving direction to your NFP's sustainability efforts.
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Experiences ,
What worked
for others and
What did not

work for
others....

Teaches a
student great

Deal !

Listening seniors can help you improve the skills you will need either in
academics or need to adopt in order to be successful in college. Senior
Talks can teach you about how to think critically about new or difficult
information which is a skill that will benefit you almost immediately.
Listening to experts present can also help you grow as a leader by
providing you with advice about how to lead others and yourself with
confidence.  
Additionally, other's experiences can help you get a head start in learning
how to think, act, and approach a difficult or uncertain situation in a
professional and mature way. This skill will be very important to rely on in
college and will help to maximize your academic and personal experience
in college. 

View Sharing Sessions

Other's
experiences can
help you get a
head start in

learning how to
think, act, and

approach a
difficult or
uncertain

situation in a
professional and

mature way.
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Session AgendaSpeakers

View Sharing session
of students placed in
PhonePe.

1. Ajinkya Kharosekar
(Comp)
 2. Atharva Kulkarni (EnTC)

1. How to crack the interview
process?
2. Their journey toward
Competitive coding 
3. Views on the importance of
Programming

1. How to crack the interview
process?
2. Their journey toward
Competitive coding 
3. Views on the importance
of Programming

View Sharing session of
students placed in
Deutsche Bank.

  1. Shashank Kapadnis (IT)
  2. Yadnesh Desale (CS) 
  3. Manav Majithia (EnTC) 
  4. Neha Nemade (EnTC)

Peer learning and experience learning are considered as the best practices
for learning new skills and sharpen the old ones. Every year, there are are
students in PICT who get placed in their dream companies, get selected in
top universities and crack exams with record breaking ranks. PDA committee
always keeps an eye on these students and makes their experiences and
views available to the path followers. It is observed that students get
benefited from these sessions to a great extent. And the students who give
the sessions are always eager to share their journey with fellow students. 
 Students talk about what worked for them and what went wrong and both
views are equally important for progress.

Brief of view sharing session this year :

View Sharing Sessions

Day and Date: 
Thursday, 13th August 2022

Time: 11:30 am 
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View Sharing Sessions
Photos

Day and Date: 
Thursday, 13th August 2022

Time: 11:30 am 
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Problems are selected carefully according to difficulty level.

Problems need logical reasoning to solve.

Puzzle solving becomes a part of problem solving.

Coding skills are improved day by day.

Speed of coding is improved.

Students get familiar with different types of problems.

Feature Points

Details

www.hackerrank.comweb.Days :  Mondays and Wednesdays
Time : 8:00 PM onwards
Participants : SE and TE

 
 

Why competitive coding ? What does it achieve and how to improve this
skill ? PDA has all the answers.

Everyday coding, Puzzle solving,
Logic development and Speed
coding.. 4 birds in one stone.

Competitive Coding
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1. Hackerrank
Platform
2. Twice a Week
3. Competition
amongst peers
4. Ranks are
published every
week

Competitive Coding
Just coding is not considered a skill today. A programmer is considered
good if he/she is good with competitive coding.

Platform : Hackerrank

Nature of the sessions :
The competitive coding sessions
are conducted Twice in a week.
Mondays and Wednesdays.

Problems per session : 1 or 2

Time : 8:00 PM onwards

Description : 
A contest is created on the
Hackerrank platform, consisting
either one or two problems. The
contest is made open for
students at 8 PM by providing
them the contest link. Students
solve the problems and submit
on the platform. The Hackerrank
platform creates a ranking list
based on the time taken by
students to solve the probables.
The statistics of the contests are
published every Saturday. 
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Sample Contest1

2

Competitive Coding

Asked on date : 26th September
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Statistics of 26th September contest2

Ranks of the contest3

Competitive Coding

Signup Count:115

Total Cumulative Signups:116 (includes
signups after the end of the contest)

Login Count:96

Login Conversion Rate: 83.48 %

Number of Users Who Submitted Code: 59
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Learn How To
Think, Solve
and Apply.

Aptitude Tests

Logical and Analytical
thinking.
 Prediction and Observation
power.
Memory, Concentration and
Calculations.
Power to take logical decision
on time.
Common sense and presence
of mind.
IQ, EQ and SQ.
Better understand things in
surrounding environment,
Assess the situation better.

Practising aptitude can develop
and improve:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

Working methodology : 
Instead of giving preexisting aptitude test to students
for solving, Aptitude Tests are designed by PDA
committee for every session. 
This helps to better understand the area where students
are strong and weak on average. 
This also helps to change the tests according to
students needs. 
Students were also provided with solutions of Aptitude
tests and the methods to solve the questions.
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Learn How To
Think, Solve
and Apply.

Sample Aptitude
Test
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Learn How To
Think, Solve
and Apply.

Sample Aptitude
Test
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Learn How To
Think, Solve
and Apply.

Sample Aptitude
Test
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Name of the Student Score

Pranav Kiran Dalvi 20 / 20

Sahil Sachin Kenia 20 / 20

Saniya Agarwal 20 / 20

Omkar Pawar 20 / 20

Anish Pawar 20 / 20

Dnyaneshwar Bodke 20 / 20

Samir Thokal 20 / 20

Prathamesh Shriramwar 19 / 20

Pranjali Dharmadhikari 19 / 20

Harshvardhan Nishikant Patil 19 / 20

Mrunmai shinde 19 / 20

Saniya Sheth 19 / 20

Vaishnavi deshmukh 19 / 20

Srushti Kulkarni 19 / 20

Atharva Meshram 19 / 20

Bhushan Patil 19 / 20

Nimish Mishra 19 / 20

AADITYA ALSATWAR 19 / 20

Sample Aptitude
Test

Ranks of above aptitude
test
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Yes Take Test
Series on
Aptitude,
Critical

Reasoning and
logical

reasoning too
on daily basis

if possible

Feedback
To improve as a PDA committee and serve the students better, it is
important for us to learn from our mistakes. That's why feedback from
each session is taken and analysed.

Here are some snippets of the
feedback from the Hackerrank

contest and aptitude test

Great
questions,
Increase
level of

hardness
as this

tests goes
on

-says harshvardhanp01@gmail.com

-says i2k20103166@ms.pict.edu
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Yes Take Test
Series on
Aptitude,
Critical

Reasoning and
logical

reasoning too
on daily basis

if possible

Feedback
PDA committee takes feedback for each of the sessions and There was a
question to evaluate the need of PDA activity in the feedback form. We
are glad that every student who has filled the feedback has marked that
"PDA weekly contest is helpful". Here is a screen-shot for the reference.
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Feedback
There are critic who help us to better ourselves. Feedback from critics is
as important as positive feedback. We read, consider every feedback and
propose an action plan for the future. Some actions we took according to
feedback are given below:

Conduct it every week

Feedback

Action taken
We started taking PDA contests weekly .

Need Quants and logical reasoning

Feedback

Action taken
Quant and logical reasoning questiona
were added in the tests taken

Feedback

Action taken

A bit more tough questions.

The difficulty of questions were increased

19



Whats next
Considering overall feedback and student's needs, we plan to include
following in the next academic semester (AY 2022-23 Sem II):

1. Schedule PDA in weekly timetable of the
department

2. Include HR/Interview Skills sessions

3. Include English Aptitude tests for higher studies
(GRE)

4. Increase the number of view sharing sessions

5. Provide solution sessions for tests.

6. Take help of alumni of PICT for some sessions.

20



11/02/2023, 10:21 PDA Feedback Aptitude

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZ5SUS8-Kg5ZbKvjM5gr0juF6DnBdlFeAb_s50fZfDc/edit#responses 1/76

Yes

No

I don't even remember which contest

Cp aptitude 

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (rugvedwagh02@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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11/02/2023, 10:21 PDA Feedback Aptitude

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZ5SUS8-Kg5ZbKvjM5gr0juF6DnBdlFeAb_s50fZfDc/edit#responses 2/76

Yes

No

Nope

-

-

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (Harshrudrawar15@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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11/02/2023, 10:21 PDA Feedback Aptitude

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZ5SUS8-Kg5ZbKvjM5gr0juF6DnBdlFeAb_s50fZfDc/edit#responses 3/76

Yes

No

NA

NA

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (bhushanvp.7@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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11/02/2023, 10:21 PDA Feedback Aptitude

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZ5SUS8-Kg5ZbKvjM5gr0juF6DnBdlFeAb_s50fZfDc/edit#responses 4/76

Yes

No

Na

Na

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (popalghatritika@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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11/02/2023, 10:21 PDA Feedback Aptitude

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZ5SUS8-Kg5ZbKvjM5gr0juF6DnBdlFeAb_s50fZfDc/edit#responses 5/76

Yes

No

None

None

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (sahilkenia7@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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11/02/2023, 10:21 PDA Feedback Aptitude

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZ5SUS8-Kg5ZbKvjM5gr0juF6DnBdlFeAb_s50fZfDc/edit#responses 6/76

Yes

No

NA

NA

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (singhadhiraj792@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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11/02/2023, 10:21 PDA Feedback Aptitude

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZ5SUS8-Kg5ZbKvjM5gr0juF6DnBdlFeAb_s50fZfDc/edit#responses 7/76

Yes

No

No

Difficulty of questions  make it more harder

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (worldtourmydream@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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11/02/2023, 10:21 PDA Feedback Aptitude

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZ5SUS8-Kg5ZbKvjM5gr0juF6DnBdlFeAb_s50fZfDc/edit#responses 8/76

Yes

No

Please make sure questions and their options are correct 
In this one 2 questions had errors
1) arons age 
2) 4*(4/9) has different meaning than answer

All good

Some coding questions too

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (bhaveshoswal49810@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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11/02/2023, 10:21 PDA Feedback Aptitude

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZ5SUS8-Kg5ZbKvjM5gr0juF6DnBdlFeAb_s50fZfDc/edit#responses 9/76

Yes

No

 

 

 

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (sandeshdmarathe333@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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11/02/2023, 10:21 PDA Feedback Aptitude

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZ5SUS8-Kg5ZbKvjM5gr0juF6DnBdlFeAb_s50fZfDc/edit#responses 10/76

Yes

No

Can keep them frequent

Nothing

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (udikerid@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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11/02/2023, 10:21 PDA Feedback Aptitude

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZ5SUS8-Kg5ZbKvjM5gr0juF6DnBdlFeAb_s50fZfDc/edit#responses 11/76

Yes

No

Yes Take Test Series on Aptitude, Critical Reasoning and logical reasoning too on daily basis if possible 

Increase question number 

Yup Definately and wish to give it on daily basis 

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (harshvardhanp01@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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11/02/2023, 10:21 PDA Feedback Aptitude

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZ5SUS8-Kg5ZbKvjM5gr0juF6DnBdlFeAb_s50fZfDc/edit#responses 12/76

Yes

No

NA

NA

Yes.

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (vedantpatil0910@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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11/02/2023, 10:21 PDA Feedback Aptitude

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZ5SUS8-Kg5ZbKvjM5gr0juF6DnBdlFeAb_s50fZfDc/edit#responses 13/76

Yes

No

Keep the coding contests open after 6pm.

Timings

More of the same tests and cotests:)

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (saniya2604@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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11/02/2023, 10:21 PDA Feedback Aptitude

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZ5SUS8-Kg5ZbKvjM5gr0juF6DnBdlFeAb_s50fZfDc/edit#responses 14/76

Yes

No

No

Nothing 

More activities like these.

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (abhijitkhyade@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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11/02/2023, 10:21 PDA Feedback Aptitude

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZ5SUS8-Kg5ZbKvjM5gr0juF6DnBdlFeAb_s50fZfDc/edit#responses 15/76

Yes

No

NA

NA

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (abhinagargoje63@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

no

no

yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (atharvadandgawhal.2002@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No

Nothing! Everything is great!

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (shravanipingale26@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms

37
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Yes

No

no

-

-

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (morenikita9670@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

-

-

-

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (sawantsvaishnavi7@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

.

.

Tests on English and general knowledge 

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (prathameshshriramwar100@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

-

-

-

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (repaleshreya@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

Level of questions is very basic.

Increase the level of questions.

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (apoorvarajlondhe15@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No

Its just perfect

Na

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (pranjalidharmadhikari2002@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No

No

Nothing

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (shradheshgaikwad.bmt@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No

No

Frequency of tests.

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (prathameshkhudekd1@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

None

None

More such tests

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (omkarpawar0629@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No

It is perfect

Just a lot of Practice

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (aj30021021@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

-

-

-

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (anishpurupawar@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

Na

Na

Quants and logical reasoning

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (saddy97531@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

Make a ranking leaderboard

Increase frequency and give us 24 hrs to solve qs in case we r busy some nights

.

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (aryan299.gupta@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

_

_

_

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (rishikeshrevandikar31@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

Please do not keep PDA contest or tests at the time of codechef / codeforces contests

-

-

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (nakulpattewar07@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No 

None 

More practice problems 

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (sswarajr2020@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No

-

-

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (kulkarnisrushti100@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

Conduct it every week

No 

No

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (manasilavekar1@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No suggestions.

Nothing.

Same.

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (iamcharger14112003@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

None

None

Similar Aptitude tests

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (revarp145@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

Great question,Increase level hardness as this tests goes on

NA

Types of questions that are asked in aptitude round of companies.

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (i2k20103166@ms.pict.edu) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

Need more such sessions 

Quantitative aptitude 

MCQ and offline brain storming session 

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (wadkaraditya923@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No

Nothing 

Same quizzes 

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (abhijitkhyade@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

-

-

Just the same.

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (saniya2604@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

NA

NA

For Sure!

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (yash.dhavale2010@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *
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Yes

No

nothing till now

nothing till now

yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (mikhielbenji9@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No suggestions.

No.

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (iamcharger14112003@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms

64
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Yes

No

Time bound coding contests

NA

Coding contests

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (s3shreyashetti@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms

65
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Yes

No

No.

No.

Same.

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (iamcharger14112003@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms

66
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Yes

No

No

None 

-

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (aaryaaghate@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

Nothing till now

Nothing till now 

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (mikhielbenji9@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

Today's questions were very easy!

There was a mistake in one of the questions as wrong data was given hence answered it incorrectly

Yes , For Sure!

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (yash.dhavale2010@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No

Nothing 

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (shravanipingale26@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

-

-

yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (dhanashrigawai17@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

Please don't ask for filling feedback form

No improvement required 

Anything 

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (dubbewararya05@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No

NA

Nothing this is best

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (purveeagrawal16@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No

It was good

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (kaustubhbharmal.kb@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

. 

All good 

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (amirpawar099@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

Na

Na

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (amirpawar099@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

Test on cs fundamentals  will also be helpful

NA

Test on cs fundamentals 

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (s3shreyashetti@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No

No

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (shivrajpawar345@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

no, its satisfactory

no

no

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (pranjalidharmadhikari2002@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No

None

A bit more tough questions.

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (nahushthuse@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

Nice 👍

None

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (2samyakj@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No.

No.

Same

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (nirajzargad14@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

NA

trickier questions

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (sakshi.bhavsar15@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No

Nothing 

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (shravanipingale26@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

increase difficulty

difficulty

more test like this

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (shivamrakhunde03@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No suggestions

Difficulty of problems

yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (yash.dhavale2010@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

Bring english vocabulary related quiz

There are no flaws till the time

More and more different type of quiz

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (dsb7168@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

NA

NA

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (abhinagargoje63@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

no

none

.

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (vedsocialid@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

Given below 👇

The first few questions are way too easy. I understand that the first few questions are made to increase the morale 
of the students. But this is too easy.

Questions which has applications of two or more topics. Eg Binomial theorem and probability.

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (bhondave.niranjan@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *
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Yes

No

Good

Na

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (2samyakj@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

No

No

Same

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (nirajzargad14@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

NO

Difficulty of questions

yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (yash.dhavale2010@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Yes

No

-

-

-

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (kulkarnisrushti100@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZ5SUS8-Kg5ZbKvjM5gr0juF6DnBdlFeAb_s50fZfDc/edit#responses 75/76

Yes

No

-

-

-

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (rudrakshkhandelwal2912@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZ5SUS8-Kg5ZbKvjM5gr0juF6DnBdlFeAb_s50fZfDc/edit#responses 76/76

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

This form was created inside of Pune Institute of Computer Technology.

PDA Feedback Aptitude
We want to improve and we want to learn from you. So if you have any complaint, any suggestions for improvement 
of weekly contest, if you would like us to provide solutions next or take any classes/ courses for you… if you have 
anything to say,, please �ll the following feedback form.- PDA team

The respondent's email (amirpawar099@gmail.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

Is PDA weekly contest helpful? *

Do you have any suggestions? *

On which area PDA needs to improve? *

What would you like to see more from future sessions? *

 Forms
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Feedback by companies on
PICT students 

We also take feedback from companies that visit PICT on the
students who give the tests for those companies. This helps us
to understand if the students are improving and if they are then
in which area. Also, which areas need improvement become
clear so it helps us to decide focus for next tests.

Kindly see the following pages for the feedback from
companies on students.
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Society for Computer Technology & Research's 

Pune Institute of Computer Technology, Pune 411043 
Sr. No. 27, Pune Satara Road, Dhankawadi, Pune - 411043 (INDIA) 

(020) 24371101, 24378063 
Website: www.pict.edu 

cCHN 

PICT 
Fax No.: (020) 24364741 
E-mail principal@pict edu 

Feedback from Industry 

. Company Name 

Ehes Exenplar 
2 Number of students appeared for 

a)Apitude Test 
62 

b)Technical Test 

6 2 
c)Technical Interview 

d)HR nterview 

. Overall Observation of PiCT students (1-Poor. 2-Average, 3-Good, 4-Very Good, 5-
Excellent 

a)Apiitude 2 

b) Sofi skills 

c) Communication skills 

d) Basic concepts 

e) Programming 

f Problen solving 

Awareness about technologica! 
trends 

Areas wherein the training programs be mdRnatannd y ne Cme t conducted to improve the 

employatbility of our students Hamdes-m raom muna 

.nother remark o briige lndustr 

Institte gup 

a 
Sign & 1)ate 

Kqvita 
2-09-2022 
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Society for Computer Technology & Research's 

Pune Institute of Computer Technology, Pune 411043 
Sr. No. 27, Pune Satara Road, Dhankawadi, Pune -411043 (INDIA) 
(020) 24371101, 24378063 
Website: www.pict.edu 

PICT 
Fax No.: (020) 24364741 
E-mail principal@pict.edu 

PUNE 

Feedback from lndustry 

Company Name 

Amdocs 
Number of students appeared for 

61 
a)Aptitude Test 

b)Technical Test 

c)Technical Interview 
29 

d)HR nterview 

Overall Observation of PICT students (1-Poor. 2-Average. 3-Good, 4-Very Good, 5-
Excellent 

a)Aptitude 

b) Soft skils 

c) Communication skills 

d) Basic conceptS 

e) Programming 

f) Problem solving 

9) Awareness about technological 
trends L 

Areas wherein the training programs be 

conducted to improve the 
employability of our students 

Any oiher renar to iride lndustury 

Institute yu Good Expesience eoith PiCT. 

25 20 22 
Sign &)ate 
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Society for Computer Technology & Research's 

Pune Institute of Computer Technology, Pune 411043 
Sr. No. 27, Pune Satara Road, Dhankawadi, Pune - 411043 (INDIA) 

(020) 24371101, 24378063 

Website: www.pict.edu 

PICT 
Fax No.: (020) 24364741 
E-mail principal@pict.edu 

Feedback from Industry 

Conpany Name 

Nice S3iem Number of students appeared for 

a)Apulude Test 

b)Technical Test 

cTechnical Interview 

dR nterview 

Overall Observation of PICT students (1-Poor. 2-Average. 3-Good. 4-Very Ciood.5 Excellent 

a)Aptiuude 

b) Soli skills 

c) Comnmunication skills 

d) Basic conceps 

e) Programming 

)Problen solving 

)Aareness about technological 
trends 

Areas wherein the training programs b 
condueted to improve he 

Cmp!ovability of our studenis 

n ner remark to bridge industr . 
lnstitui gap 

Sn & 
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Society for Computer Technology & Rescarch's 

Pune Institute of Computer Technology, Pune 411043 
Sr. No. 27, Pune Satara Road, Dhankawadi, Pune 411043 (INDIA) 
T(020) 24371101, 24378063 
Website www.pici edu 

Fax No.: (020) 24364741 

E-mail principal@pict.edu 

Feedback from Industry 

1.Conpany Name CLSA 
Number of students appeared for 

a)Aptitude Test 
11O 

b)Technical Fest 

O 
2S 

6 

cTechnical intervien 

d)HR !nervien 

Overall Observation of PICT students (1 -Poor, 2-Average, 3-Good, 4-Very Good, 5-Excellent 

a)Aptitude 

b) Soft skills 

c) Communication skills 

d) Basic concepls 

e) Programming 

f) Problem solving 

) Awareness about technological 
trends 

Arcas wherein the raining programs be Shotd weik on Comm S ( I R conducted to inprove the 

employability of our students audalencss about vai Ous untti ons 
a vai lab le in the inolustiy apa F om-As Sao ale odcve Lo pnmt net 

Rsiine 
Any oiher remark to bridee industry 
Insitute gap 

ign & Date 17 2 

a Patlak 
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Society for Computer Technology & Research's 
Pune Institute of Computer Technology, Pune 411043 Sr. No. 27, Pune Satara Road, Dhankawadi, Pune -411043 (INDIA) (020) 24371101, 24378063 
Website: www.pict edu 

PICT 
Fax No.: (020) 24364741 

E-mail principal@pict. edu 

Feedback from ndustry 

I Conpany Nanme 

TOsiba Number of students appeared lor 

a)Apitude Test 

b)Technical Test 

c)Technical Intervien 

dlHR ntervien 

. Overall Observation of PiCT students (1-Poor. 2-Average, 3-Good, 4-Very CGood. 5 Exee!lent 

a).Aptitude 
2 

b) Soft skills 

c) Comnmunication skills 

d) Basic Concepts 

e) Proeramming 

) Problem solving t 

) Awareness about technological 
Lrends 

Arcas wherein the training programs be ugguHn9 lo ga conducted to improve the 
Cmplo ability of our studcnts 

h issny Conyl anutes AD ner iemar. to bride industr 
Institute ap 

. 
3822 

Sn&D:aie 
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Society for Computer Technology & Research's 

Pune Institute of Computer Technology, Pune 411043 
Sr. No. 27, Pune Satara Road, Dhankawadi, Pune - 411043 (INDIA) 

(020) 24271101, 24378063 
PICT 

Fax No.: (020) 24364741 
Website www.pictE E-mail onincipal@pict eds 

Feedback from Industry 

1. Conpan, Name 

UBS umber of students appeured for 

a)Aptitude I est 

b)Technical Test 

cyTechnical lntery ie 

dR nterview 

Overall Observation ol PlCT students t1-Por 1 . -G0od. i-\ ery iood, i-
Excellent 

)Apitude 

b) Soft skills 

e) Commnmunication skills 

d) Basic concepts 

e) Progr:ammng 

t) Proble:n sols ny 

) areness aboul techuological 
trends 

Areas wherein the training progra:ns he 
conducted o improve thhe c nicatio à 
mloablity ot our studcnts 

Cunet 1e ch uendS 

29/s2 
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Society for Computer Technology & Research's 

Pune Institute of Computer Technology, Pune 411043 
Sr. No. 27, Pune Satara Road, Dhankawadi, Pune - 411043 (INDIA) 

T(020) 24371101, 24378063 

Website www.pict.edu 

Fax No.: (020) 24364741 

E-mail principal@pict.edu 

Feedback from Industry 

Company Name IDeas 1. 

Number of students appeared for 45 . 

a)Aptitude Test 4S 
b)Technical Test 4 
c)Technical Interview 10 

d)HR Interview 

Overall Observation of PICT students (1-Poor, 2-Average, 3-Good, 4-Very Good, 5-

Excellent 

a)Aptitude 2 3 4 

b) Soft skills 

c) Communication skills 

d) Basic concepts 

e) Programming 

) Problem solving 

) Awareness about technological 

rends 

Areas wherein the training programs be NA 4. 

coliducted to improve the 

employability of our students 

Any other remark to bridge Industry 5. NA 
Institute gap 

2m 2hA 22 
Sign & 1Date 
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Soclety for Computer Technology & Research's Pune Institute of Computer Technology, Pune 411043 Sr. No. 27, Pune Satara Road, Dhankawadi, Pune 411043 (INDIA) (020) 24371101, 24378063 
Website: www.pict.edu Fax No.: (020) 24364741 

E-mail principal@pict. edu 

Feedback from Industry 

1.Company Name 

Mastexcoxd . Number of students appeared for 

457 a)Aptitude Test 

b)Technical Test 

c)Technical Interview 
S 

d)HR Interview 

3 Overall Observation of PIOCT students (1-Poor, 2-Average, 3-Good, 4-Very Good, 5-Excellent 

a)Aptitude 2 3 

b) Soft skills 
D 

c) Communication skills 

d) Basic concepts 

e) Programming 

f) Problem solvingg 

g) Awareness about technological 
trends 

4. Areas wherein the training programs be 
conducted to improve tlie 

employability of our students 

Comnu nohn dkNe Ca) b 
be ter 

5. Any other remark to bridge Industry 
Institute gap o 

W 
Sign & Date 

12 Lo2 
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Society for Computer Technology & Research's 

Pune Institute of Computer Technology, Pune 411043 

Sr. No. 27, Pune Satara Road, Dhankawadi, Pune-411043 (INDIA) 

T(020) 24371101, 24378063 

Website: www.pict.edu 

Fax No.: (020) 24364741 

E-mail principal@pict.edu 
P 

Feedback from Industry 

. Company Name finLG 
2. Number of students appeared for 

a)Aptitude Test 87 
b)Technical Test 87 
c)Technical Interview 

d)HR !nterview 

3 Overall Observation of PICT students (1-Poor, 2-Average, 3-Good, 4-Very Good, 5-

Excellent 

2 a)Aptitude 

b) Soft skills 

c) Communication skills 

d) Basic concepts 

e) Programming 

f)Problem solving 

g) Awareness about technological 

trends 

Areas wherein the training programs be 

conducted to improve the 

employability of our students 

GD & nteapeasonal skius. 

Fundamentat Tech. Comcepts 
(dinone teek ) 

4. 

Any other remark to bridge Industry 

Institute gap 
5. 

o60gl2022 
Sign & Date 
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Soclety for Computer Technology & Research's 
Pune Institute of Computer Technology, Pune 411043 
Sr. No. 27, Pune Satara Road, Dhankawadi, Pune 411043 (INDIA) 
(020) 24371101, 24378063 
Website: www.pict.edu 

Fax No.:(020) 24364741 
E-mail principal@pict. edu 

Feedback from Industry 

1 Company Name 

SicmenS Indushy Sctuoau 
2. Number of students appeared for 

a)Aptitude Test 
IS8 

S& 
b)Technical Test 

c)Technical Interview 

d)HR Interview 

Overall Observation of PICT students (1-Poor, 2-Average, 3-Good, 4-Very Good, 5-3. 

Excellent 

a)Aptitude 4 

b) Soft skills 

c) Communication skills 

d) Basic concepts 

e) Programming 

f Problem solving 

g) Awareness about technological 

trends 

Areas wherein the training programs be 
conducted to improve the 
employability of our students 

Basic Oncep/s i Proobern 
Soluin9 Real gco P)ec is 

Should be clenc L JheJJuderna 

4. 

Any other remark to bridge Industry 

Institute gap 
5. 

Sign & Date 
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Society for Computer Technology & Research's 

Pune Institute of Computer Technology, Pune 411043 
Sr. No. 27, Pune Satara Road, Dhankawadi, Pune -411043 (INDIA) 
T(020) 24371101, 24378063 

Website: www.pict.edu 
Fax No.: (020) 24364741 
E-mail principal@pict.edu 

Feedback from Industry 

.Company Name Deulstlu Bauuk Number of students appeared for 

a)Aptitude Test 

24 
b)Technical Test 

c)Technical Interview 

d)HR Interview 

3. Overall Observation of PICT students ( I-Poor, 2-Average, 3-Good, 4-Very Good, 5-
Excellent 

a)Aptiude 

b) Soft skills 

c) Communication skills 

d) Basic concepts 

e) Programming 

f) Problem solving 

g) Awareness about technological 

trends 

-hcuAy oowain 9 Anauc 
Puole oviug eiÜcse 

cloud, Cybe ecuty. 

4. Areas wherein the training programs be 

conducted to improve the 
employability of our students 

5 Any other remark to bridge Industry 

Institute gap | based on deal e sCeuOuuios 
Tuduuute TuAau2s 

Reol aear o-Ohddtnoho and 

axstemce ovMdad a he plo.comenk tea 
Sonti en 

&2 

Sign & Date 

e oyaceiolk ( et tlcen b 
Colge durelo(p lk Stnelcuth on eckn 

n Solt-salu. 
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Soclety for Computer Technology & Research's 
Pune Institute of Computer Technology, Pune 411043 
Sr. No. 27, Pune Satara Road, Dhankawadi, Pune - 411043 (INDIA) 
(020) 24371101, 24378063 
Website : www.pict.edu 

Fax No.: (020) 24364741 

E-mail principal@pict.edu 

Feedback from Industry 

. Conpany Name 

Phonefe 2. Number of students appeared for 

a)Aptitude Test 

b)Technical Test 

c)Technical Interview 

d)HR Interview 

Overall Observation of PICT students ( 1-Poor, 2-Average, 3-Good, 4-Very Good, 5-
Excellent 

. 

a)Aptitude 2 

b) Soft skills 

c) Communication skills 

d) Basic conceptS 

e) Programming 

f) Problem solving 

g) Awareness about technological 
O 

trends 

4. Areas wherein the training programs be |Fow o applicauom onld 

conducted to improve the 

employability of our students 
practicol om ore syllabuo Subjtud 

S. Any other remark to bridge Industry 

Institute gap 
Real d pobluw sotuing rethu ha 
copalins codna Awàrneno 
othen oles outsioe bachenel 

ngneA 
Sign & Date 
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